With respect to multi-attribute group decision-making (MAGDM) problems, where attribute values take the form of interval grey trapezoid fuzzy linguistic variables (IGTFLVs) and the weights (including expert and attribute weight) are unknown, improved grey relational MAGDM methods are proposed. First, the concept of IGTFLV, the operational rules, the distance between IGTFLVs, and the projection formula between the two IGTFLV vectors are defined. Second, the expert weights are determined by using the maximum proximity method based on the projection values between the IGTFLV vectors. The attribute weights are determined by the maximum deviation method and the priorities of alternatives are determined by improved grey relational analysis. Finally, an example is given to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method and the flexibility of IGTFLV.
Introduction
Multi-attribute group decision-making (MAGDM) refers to the decision process of selecting optimal alternatives based on multiple attributes. In the field of modern decision science, MAGDM is a core focus of study. It is widely used in many fields such as engineering [1] , technology [2] , economy [3] , management [4] and the military [5] . There are a number of uncertainties in these decision areas, and usually fuzziness and greyness are two important types of uncertainty. Fuzziness is the phenomenon whereby the decision maker cannot determine the category and state to which the decision object belongs. As with hot water and warm water, young people and middle-aged people, these concepts do not have clear boundaries. Greyness is the phenomenon whereby the decision-maker can only know the approximate range of information or part of the information, without knowing all of the information or the exact information. If MAGDM contains both fuzziness and greyness, it can be called grey fuzzy multi-attribute group decision-making (GFMAGDM).
After years of development, GFMAGDM has resulted in many significant achievements. Bu and Zhang [6] utilized the exact number to express the grey fuzzy number, and utilized different operators for the grey and fuzzy parts in order to reduce the loss of information. Often the decision-makers cannot express their fuzzy will using real numbers. Zhu et al. [7] utilized the interval number and real number to express fuzzy parts and grey parts, respectively. Compared to the real number, the interval number contains more information. So the grey part that is expressed by interval numbers reduces the loss of information. Wang and Wang [8] defined the grey and fuzzy parts as interval numbers, and the method of aggregating information utilized an ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator. The triangular important role in the ordering process. Therefore, greater weight should be given [28, 29] . In other words, from the perspective of sorting or selecting alternatives, the bigger deviation of attribute evaluation should be given the greater weight, and the smaller deviation of attribute evaluation should be given the smaller weight. In this paper, the attribute weights are also determined by the maximum deviation method. The method of determining the expert weights proposed by [30] is derived from the maximum deviation method. Unlike the maximum deviation method, the method of [30] is to minimize the deviation of group evaluation and individual evaluation of decision-makers. The deviation minimization of group evaluation and individual evaluation is equivalent to the similarity maximization. Therefore, this paper uses the projection value between IGTFLV (interval grey trapezoid fuzzy linguistic variables) vectors to express the similarity between group evaluation and individual evaluation. This paper also maximizes the total similarity to obtain expert weights.
The concept of IGTFLV is a generalization of the interval grey linguistic variables and interval grey uncertain linguistic variables. It not only contains more information, but also has a wider range of applications. Decision-makers can make more accurate evaluations. As expert evaluation is the form of IGTFLV, the attribute weights are determined by the maximum deviation method. However, it is difficult to use this method to determine expert weight when the expert evaluation is in the form of IGTFLV. Therefore, this paper adopts an equivalent method, that is, the method of maximum similarity. In Section 2, the necessary knowledge for this article is introduced. In Section 3, the concept of IGTFLV, the operational rules, the distance between IGTFLVs, and the projection formula between the two IGTFLV vectors, are defined. In Section 4, the expert weights are determined by using the maximum proximity method based on the projection values between the IGTFLV vectors. The attribute weights are determined by the maximum deviation method and the priorities of alternatives are determined by improved grey relational analysis. In Section 5, the group decision-making methods proposed in this paper are applied to evaluate the sewage-treatment capacity of enterprises, and the results of the two kinds of operators are discussed carefully.
Preliminaries

Grey Fuzzy Math
Definition 1. The grey fuzzy set in space X is defined as A ⊗ = {(x, µ A (x), ν A (x))|x ∈ X }. Using the set pair mode to express the grey fuzzy set the form is A
Therefore, the grey fuzzy set gathers the grey information and the fuzzy information, which can reflect the authenticity of the evaluation information.
Definition 2.
If two spaces X = {x} and Y = {y} are given, the grey fuzzy relationship in direct product space
This grey fuzzy relationship can also be expressed in matrices:
Similarly, this grey fuzzy relationship can also be expressed as R
where the fuzzy relationship is R = {((x, y), µ A (x, y))|x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }, and the grey relationship is R
Linguistic Terms Sets
Given that S = (s 0 , s 1 , · · ·, s l−1 ) is a set of linguistic evaluations, the elements in the set are finite and orderly. The l in the set is an odd number. In practice, there are usually three, five, seven, and nine numbers to choose from. In this paper, l = 9. The meaning of each element in set S is as follows: S = (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 , s 8 ) = {extremely poor, very poor, poor, slightly worse, fair, slightly better, good, very good, extremely good} [35] . The linguistic evaluation set is ordered. The set also has the negation operator, maximum operator and minimum operator. This is no longer detailed here.
For any S = (s 0 , s 1 , · · ·, s l−1 ), there is a strict, monotonically increasing relationship between element s i and its subscript i in the set [36, 37] . Suppose the subscript function is f : s i = f (i). If i ≺ j then s i ≺ s j , and vice versa. The inverse function of the subscript function is i = f −1 (s i ). If s i ≺ s j , then i ≺ j, and vice versa. The subscript function and its inverse functions are strictly monotonically functional. The discrete linguistic evaluation set S = (s 0 , s 1 , · · ·, s l−1 ) will lose some evaluation information during the decision process. To minimize this loss, the set is extended into a continuous linguistic evaluation set s = {s α |α ∈ R }. The extended linguistic scale still satisfies the above conditions and the operation rules remain the same [38] . The grey part describes the uncertainty of the information. When the uncertainty of the information becomes larger, the grey degree becomes larger, since only greater greyscale can contain greater uncertainty. As a result, the information becomes more difficult to believe when the grey level becomes larger. On the contrary, when the credibility of the information becomes larger, the grey degree becomes smaller, and the uncertainty can be described using a smaller grey degree. Thus, when the grey scale becomes smaller, the information becomes easier to believe.
Operational Rules of IGTFLVs
It is supposed that
According to the above definitions, the operating rules and the extension principle of linguistic variables, the algorithm of IGTFLVs is defined as follows:
It is easy to prove that the IGTFLVs satisfy the computational properties such as the distribution law, union law and exchange law.
Hamming Distance of IGTFLVs
Definition 5. According to the definition of the distance of the grey fuzzy number, the grey fuzzy number needs to satisfy three properties. Therefore, we define the IGTFLV as also needing to meet these three properties. Let A 
be the IGTFLVs,
is defined as follows:
which is no longer extended here. For any IGTFLVs C
0, the evaluation information is completely believable and absolutely reliable. Then Formula (23) will degenerate into the form of Formula (25): 
IGTFLV Vector
Definition 7. The expression of the IGTFLV vector is:
The magnitude of the vector A is
Definition 8. Let A and A be IGTFLV vectors. Then the cosine of the angle between the two vectors is:
The larger the Angle cosine, the closer the A and A , the higher the degree of closeness.
Definition 9. Let A and A be IGTFLV vectors. Then the projection of A on to A is
Obviously, the larger the Prj A A , the closer the A and A , and the higher the degree of closeness.
MAGDM Method Based on Grey Relational Analysis
Problem Description
Definition 10. In a MAGDM process, E = {e k |k = 1, 2, · · · , p} is a set of experts, A = {A i |i = 1, 2, · · · , m} is an alternative set, and C = C j |j = 1, 2, · · · , n is a set of attributes. The attribute set of alternative A i is C j , and the attribute value A ⊗ijk is expressed as A
According to the actual situation and through scientific conclusions, expert e k gives the decision matrix A
, where
The attribute value given by expert e k contains the fuzzy part and the grey part, which are represented by s α ijk , s β ijk , s δ ijk , s γ ijk and g L ijk , g U ijk , respectively. w = (w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n ) is the attributes weight, where , and
Using the weighted arithmetic average algorithm, we can get
, where:
In order to simplify the expression, let
Then the projection of A ik on to X i is
Now, the maximization of total similarity leads to the following optimization problem:
This is a convex function optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints, so it can be solved by the Lagrange multiplier method with the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. Lagrange's function can be constructed as follows:
Solution of equations:
The results are the expert weights λ = λ 1 , λ 2 , · · ·, λ p . Therefore, the group decision matrix
can be obtained by substituting the expert weights into Equations (24) and (25). Now, the maximization of total deviation leads to the following optimization problem:
Determine the Attribute Weights
This is a convex function optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints, so it can be solved by the Lagrange multiplier method with KKT conditions. Lagrange's function can be constructed as follows:
The solution of this Lagrange's function is consistent with the above method.
Solving these equations, we can get:
And then, after normalization, we can get: 
According to the group decision matrix, the positive ideal solution is V
The expression of every element of the positive ideal solution vector is IGTFLVs
Similarly, the negative ideal solution is
The expression of every element of the negative ideal solution vector is IGTFLVs
(2) Grey relation coefficient matrix based on the positive ideal solution
where, ∆
, ρ is the resolution factor, the general value of 0.5.
The positive grey relation coefficient matrix is:
(3) Grey relation coefficient matrix based on the negative ideal solution
where,
, ρ is the resolution factor, and the general value of 0.5.
The negative grey relation coefficient matrix is:
Sort the Alternatives
The positive grey relational grade is:
The negative grey relational grade is:
The relative closeness of the grey relation of each scheme is
From the grey relation axiom it can be seen that any two sequences of behavior have a certain relevance in the system, that is 0 < R
Examples
Problem Description: Assume that the three experts {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } assess the sewage-treatment capacity of the four companies {A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 }. Because this paper presents a simulation case, the sewage-treatment capacity is assessed from only four aspects (what we call attributes). Namely: sewage-treatment equipment (C 1 ), financial strength (C 2 ), sewage-management capacity (C 3 ), sewage-treatment procedures (C 4 ). In this paper, the weights of experts and attributes are unknown and need to be estimated using the proposed method. Of course, it can be subjectively given as in some other papers. Each expert uses the IGTFLVs to evaluate the attribute value, as shown in Tables 1-3 . Let S = (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 , s 8 ) be the linguistic label. The expert weights are first calculated and the evaluation information in Tables 1-3 is integrated into the group evaluation information. Then, we calculate the attribute weight. Finally, we use the improved grey relation analysis method to obtain the representative value of each company. In this way, we can draw the size of the wastewater treatment capacity of the four companies and select the ones with the strongest treatment capacity. The sewage treatment capacity of four enterprises is evaluated, and the specific evaluation process is as follows:
Decision-Making Steps
(1) According to the above conditions, the expert weights λ = λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ p and group decision matrix X ⊗ are derived based on Formulas (31)- (41) . The reason for using formula (34)- (36) is to find the right expert weight so that the evaluation matrix and the group evaluation matrix of each expert are the closest. So we can draw: λ = (0.30802, 0.30721, 0.38477). Through the results we can see that the evaluation of e 1 and e 2 are closer, and the evaluation of e 3 deviates from the high. So the result of the group decision matrix is as follows: 
Therefore, the relative closeness of the grey relation of each scheme is: 
Compared with Other Method
IGTFLV can be arbitrarily converted into interval grey linguistic variables, interval grey uncertainty language variables, trapezoidal fuzzy linguistic variables, uncertain fuzzy linguistic variables, and so on. Therefore, IGTFLV can be regarded as an extension of the previous model, which is more inclusive.
(1) Using the above method to calculate the case of the paper [39] .
The expert weight used in the paper [39] is (0.4, 0.32, 0.28), the attribute weight is (0.34, 0.22, 0.23, 0.21), and the result is
This paper uses the weight of the paper [39] , and the result is
The results show that, if we continue to use the weight of the paper [39] , then the results obtained using this method will be consistent with the original.
If the weights are unknown, the expert weight obtained in this paper is (0.332, 0.333, 0.335), and the attribute weight obtained in this paper is (0.348, 0.224, 0.235, 0.194). The result of using the improved grey relational analysis method is
(2) Using the above method to calculate the case of the paper [40] .
The case used in the paper of [40] is derived from the paper [41] . If the paper [40] uses the attribute weights (0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.4) in the paper [41] , the result is A 4 A 2 A 3 A 1 . If the paper [40] uses its own calculated attribute weight (0.253, 0.302, 0.157, 0.288), the result is
If this paper uses the attribute weights in the paper [41] , the result is A 4 A 2 A 3 A 1 . If this paper uses the attribute weights in the paper [40] , the result is A 4 A 2 A 1 A 3 . The attribute weight obtained in this paper is (0.256, 0.319, 0.188, 0.238), and the result is A 4 A 2 A 1 A 3 . Obviously, the results obtained in this paper are consistent with the paper [40, 41] . Although the weight obtained in this paper is inconsistent with the original, this is because the two methods have different principles.
(3) Using the above method to calculate the case of the paper [42] .
The expert weight used in the paper [42] is (0.4, 0.32, 0.28), the attribute weight is (0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3). The paper [42] used different w and λ, and the result is only two cases A 3 A 1 A 2 A 4 and A 3 A 2 A 1 A 4 . This paper uses the weight of the paper [42] , and the result is A 3 A 1 A 2 A 4 . If the weights are unknown, the expert weight obtained in this paper is (0.322, 0.334, 0.344), and the attribute weight obtained in this paper is (0.346, 0.249, 0.211, 0.194). The result of using the improved grey relational analysis method is A 3 A 1 A 2 A 4 .
Conclusions
Multi-attribute group decision making (MAGDM) usually contains the effects of subjective and objective factors. Therefore, this kind of problem should include two parts: grey and fuzzy. Previously, the expressions of fuzzy information have included linguistic variables, interval numbers, uncertain linguistic variables, triangular fuzzy numbers and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The actual situation chooses a more suitable fuzzy expression. For example, when we obtain more information, we choose a linguistic variable or interval number to express fuzzy information. When we obtain less information, we choose an uncertain linguistic variable or trapezoidal fuzzy number to express fuzzy information. In this paper, we extend the grey fuzzy number model by putting forward interval grey trapezoid linguistic variables. IGTFLVs are more inclusive and flexible. The IGTFLV can not only contain more fuzziness information, but also simplify the model at any time according to the given situation. In this paper, the attribute weights are also determined by the maximum deviation method. The method of determining the experts weight also comes from the maximum deviation method. However, the difference is that this paper uses the maximum similarity method. The deviation minimization of group evaluation and individual evaluation is equivalent to similarity maximization. Therefore, this paper uses the projection value between IGTFLV vectors to express the similarity between group evaluation and individual evaluation. This paper also maximizes total similarity in order to obtain expert weights. Finally, the grey relational decision-making method was used to evaluate the wastewater-treatment capacity of four enterprises. The results show that IGTFLVs are highly inclusive and flexible, and the improved grey relational analysis method is more effective and accurate. In practice, more real data units must be obtained and verified one by one. In future, we will study how to obtain data and apply the methods of this article to more fields.
